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Summary

Introduction

According to classical theory, the impact
of various hydrophilic surfaces on the
contiguous aqueous phase extends from
a few water-molecular layers to several
hundreds of microns. Our studies support
evidence that irradiation by low entropy
sunlight expands the ordered water state
comprising the entire bulk volume of
liquid water, irrespective of a polar or nonpolar surface state. Thermal IR imaging
as well as measurement of allometric
scaling behaviour and redox-potential
identified physically distinct concentric
and condensed temperature gradient
zones with long-term consistency, aligned
as a structural coherence that implies
a considerably decreased mobile water
state. A strong power law relationship in
the fractal scaling boundary revealed that
fractal scaling geometry is part of water
ordering and that thermal IR flickering
relates on a long-range correlation between
water molecules.

Coherent Water
The existence of density fluctuations between a coherent tetrahedral-like, hydrogen-bond distorted structure in water was
recently demonstrated at ambient conditions (Wernet et al., (2004; Huang et al.,
2009). A temperature-dependent fluctuating equilibrium model of the two types of
local structure was proposed; a low-density
liquid (LDL) with a low entropy highly ordered coherent state at ambient temperature and a high-density liquid (HDL) with
a high entropy state and a less ordered
structure at temperatures close to the boiling point. The highly ordered domains of
an approximate length of 1-2 nm consist
of 50-100 water molecules (Huang et al.,
2009). The length-scale of the tetrahedral
coordinated structure is fairly constant, but
its number decreases at higher temperatures. In liquid water, the distribution of the
spatial geometry of the hydrogen bond, i.e.
hydrogen-bond length and angle, revealed a
substantial temperature-dependent distortion of the hydrogen-bond network, which
is responsible for the neighbouring longWATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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spatial correlations at higher temper- be a source of extended electromagnetic
atures (Modig et al., 2003).
fields able to couple with local and distant
water molecules and alter oscillations relatThe polymorphism of liquid water as re- ed to the level of excitation supplied by the
cently suggested by Mallamace (Mallamace, photons generated and self-trapped within
2009) represents a new understanding coherent domains (Del Giudice et al., 1986;
of water, the most complex liquid with 67 Del Giudice et al., 1988; Del Giudice and
known anomalies and most abundant sub- Vitiello, 2006; Del Giudice and Tedeschi,
stance on earth (Web ref. 1). Most impor- 2009). The energy of the water system contant is that some water-anomalies can now tracts and condenses - increasing its denbe explained by the two coexisting water- sity. The coherent oscillations couple with
liquid states with different structural con- thermal fluctuations, cooling the water and
figurations; i) the coherent LDL-like local generating a flicker-regulated distribution
structure persists not only at super-cooled towards a more coherent LDL state (Del
(Banerjee et al., 2009), but also at ambi- Giudice and Tedeschi, 2009).
ent conditions, ii) the presence of two local maxima in the structure-related specific The physical and chemical conditions in
heat (Mallamace, 2009; Mallamace et al., long-range interfacial water are very differ2008), i.e. a difference in storage capacity ent from those in ordinary or bulk water,
of structural configurative energy, reflect- thus it can be considered the forth-aggreing the change in distribution between the gate state of water (Zheng et al., 2006). Spetwo liquid water phases.
cial properties include higher viscosity and
density, lower freezing temperature and
Long range surface-induced ordering of wa- relative permittivity, UV absorption peaks
ter has been known for decades as recently of around 270 nm and fluorescence emiscited (Zheng and Pollack, 2003), where the sion in salt solutions in the range of 480thickness of the ordered layer can reach 490 nm (Zheng and Pollack, 2003; Ling,
hundreds of microns, thus altering hydro- 2003; Zheng et al., 2006; Pollack, 2008;
philic interfacial and air-liquid water sur- Derjaguin, 1987). Interfacial water has a
faces (Zheng and Pollack, 2003; Ling, 2003; negative electrical potential different from
Zheng et al., 2006; Pollack, 2008). The sig- bulk water down to -150 mV (Ling, 2003).
nificant importance of this water is the long The thickness of the layer increases when
range layer by layer growing and ordering illuminated by visible and, in particular, IR
of water molecules, despite the disruptive radiation, giving a peak at 3100 nm.
effects of thermal motion. The exceptional
long-range stability that holds the mol- The negative electric potential and the
ecules together exceeds the capacity of the response to the energy of incident light
ordinary hydrogen bond, which is limited to strongly suggest that electrons in this water
only a few water molecular-layers (Del Giu- are at a much higher state of excitation than
dice, 1985; Zheng and Pollack, 2003).
those in bulk water and that fairly low excitation energy is needed to free them (VoeiLong distance attraction of molecules and kov and Del Giudice, 2009). Exposure to
feedback dynamics reflecting the self-or- thermal IR radiation not only expands the
ganisation ability of the water system in- thickness of the interfacial layer, but also
volve an extended coherence of the inher- the electron-donating or reductive capacity.
ent oscillations produced by the system In the coherent LDL domains, as opposed to
(Froehlich, 1969; Del Giudice, 1985). The the HDL state where all electrons are tightly
coherent LDL domains of water appear to bound locally, the quasi-free electrons can
WATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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be excited and form frictionless vortices
with an extremely long lifespan (Del Giudice and Tedeschi, 2009). The extended
life span, lasting for days or weeks, depends
on a self-regulated magnetic moment that
aligns coherent intrinsic and external vortices that cannot degrade thermally (Del Giudice and Tedeschi, 2009; Elia and Napoli,
2004). The coherent domains act as reservoirs, storing a large amount of energy and
transforming it from HDL high entropy to
LDL low entropy energy. The highly ordered
energy of coherent clusters makes the water
molecules oscillate at the same frequency
as the coherent domains, accumulating in
a more symmetrical and stable structural
long-range molecular network (Del Giudice
and Tedeschi, 2009).
Highly ordered long-range correlation
changes interfacial water into a crystallinelike state with local and distant configurative physical properties (Chai et al., 2008),
e.g. the capacity to exclude colloidal solutes
from the coherent zone (Chai et al., 2008;
Wiggins, 2002) and promote growth of a
crystalline tree-like branching structure
expanding from the polar surface into the
bulk volume of water (Ling, 2003). The
change towards a locally arranged negative
electric potential with a simultaneous increase in pH around the growing branches
indicates self-regulative dynamics connected with long range oscillation and lowering of the intrinsic entropy, giving rise to
structural ordering and allometric scaling
behaviour (Vitiello, 2009a; Vitiello, 2009b)
all of which are characteristic of a dissipative structure (Turning, 1952; Prigogine
and Nicolis, 1977; Del Giudice, 2009).
Allometric Scaling of Water
Allometric scaling relationships in nature
and biology are considered to be the branching model that fulfils the principles of a fractal network, possessing repeating self-similar unpredictable patterns when viewed at

increasingly fine magnifications (Mandelbrot, 1983). The model predicts structural
and functional properties and analyses
scaling relations of distribution networks
in animate systems, e.g. structural diversity of all organisms, the main part of the
power law for metabolic rate and how energy is distributed with minimal dissipation
on different levels of structurally ordered
pathways in nature (West et al., 1997). The
fractal dimension is a quantitative estimate
and non-integer value (between 1 and 2)
that measures the degree of fractal boundary fragmentation or irregularity over multiple scales (Mandelbrot, 1983).
The allometric scaling model has been applied to both closed and open fractal water
networks (Biondini, 2008), i.e. open water
systems that exchange energy and entropy
with the environment (Del Giudice, 2009).
When LDL domains receive external energy
and use it to change the allometric dimension of a given structure into a fractal or
more desirable fractal architecture, a new
structure with new output energy is produced, e.g. for water uptake by plant roots
(Biondini, 2008), for variation in pH time
series from the inlet and outlet of lake water (Huang, 2010), for ensuring that the
growth of water trees in a dielectric medium follows an estimate of fractal dimension
(Luo, 2003) or for localization of snowflake
structural domains (Daudert and Lapidus,
2007).
Functional Water
Functional water denotes water to be used
in biological contexts in accordance with
the definition of functional food (Diplock
et al., 1999). The functional quality of water
restores self-regulative physiological conditions to maintain homeostasis (Asp, 2001;
Johansson, 2009; Johansson 2008b). The
physical and chemical conditions of functional water are distributed in the entire
bulk volume, not only adjusting polar sur-
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towards the long-range coherent state
of liquid water (Johansson, 2008a; Johansson 2008b). The physical and chemical qualities of coherent water have been identified
in bulk water when transformed by means
of water splitting into a lasting excited highenergy state of ordered water (Ikeda, 1999)
and exposed to very mild ground state energy conditions, such as the influence of a
topological geometrical field grid/raster
(present study)(Johansson, 2008a), vortex
agitation, freezing-thawing, evaporationcondensation, audio-sonication, capillary
filtration, oscillating electromagnetic fields
(Domrachev et al., 1992) and water agitation with metal oxides (Ikeda, 1999).
Functional water may be a significant factor in the self-regulation of homeostasis.
On the basis of the theory of dissipative systems’ ability to self-regulate (Prigogine and
Nicolis, 1977), it was hypothesized that the
transformation of ordinary water into functional water may imply that organized incident light (Johansson, 2008a) is imperative
for entangling and increasing the number
of water molecules and for storing stabilizing energy in the coherent domains. The
present study was designed to investigate
the thermal fluctuation and cooling effect of
expanding coherent domains in functional
water by means of thermal IR emission. Additionally, the hypothesis implies that the
thermal flickering in IR emission is correlated with a change in the fractal dimension
of thermal images and that the reservoir of
quasi-free electrons generates a reduction
in the redox-potential with a concomitant
change in pH.

Materials and Methods
Water Conditioning
Distilled water (50 ml)(Apoteket AB, Sweden) stored in a transparent plastic bottle
(Nalgene dilution bottles, Fisher Scientific,
Gothenburg, Sweden), with a topographic geometrical matrix (TGM)(Johansson,

2008a) connected via the wall of the bottle
was exposed to incident daylight and conditioned for 24 h at ambient (23° C) temperature. For the control experiment, distilled
water was similarly exposed to daylight
without TGM. The bottles were stored at
ordinary ambient indoor conditions during
the study.
The long-range coherent qualities of functional water were obtained by incident daylight passing a transparent topographic geometrical field grid/raster. The geometrical
grid imprinted on a plastic substrate causes
ordinary photons to self-organize spatially
with fractal symmetry, lower entropy and
higher intensity. The highly ordered incident photons are tentatively accumulated
and self-trapped with extended coherent
domains that prescribe a co-oscillation with
water molecules in the liquid state, thus reorganizing into a field-like ordered unification of bulk water molecules.
Infrared Emission Imaging
The IR image frames are produced by a RAZIR Thermal camera system (8-14 µm LWIR,
thermal sensitivity ≤100 mK at 30 °C, thermal resolution 160x120 pixels/frame, 25
µm; Sierra Pacific Innovations Corporation,
US). The equipment was set up in a very
clean and closed room used for analytical
measurements. A sheet of aluminium foil
was placed on a table beneath the camera
for standardization of background emissivity. The camera was mounted and fixed on a
plastic stand and assembled vertically with
the lens focused 7 cm (fixed position) from
the top of two standing optical quartz cells
(45x10x10 mm; Tamro Med-Lab, Gothenburg, Sweden), containing 5.0 ml of control
or conditioned distilled water. Alternatively, two optical polystyrene cells (45x10x10
mm; Sarstedt, Aktien Gesellschaft & Co.
D-51588, Nümbrecht, Germany) were used
to investigate formation long-range correlations in water independent of polar cell
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surfaces. The cells were positioned and
fixed in an upright position 1.0 mm apart
and conditioned at room temperature for
60 minutes before measurement. Following
’power on’, the camera automatically performed three Non Uniformity Calibrations
(NUC) 5, 25 and 45 seconds after switch
on. While turned on, the camera automatically performs NUCs at regular intervals.
NUC allows automatic clean up of the image noise, ensuring the normalization and
sharpness of the live image. Three repeated
image frames were made in sequence on the
water samples and saved for imagery analysis (temperature profiles of the pixel area
and graphical representation of temperature data) with IR Analyzer software. The
temperature data were obtained from a defined pixel area, covering the water surface
area in each of the two cells, transferred to
numerical data by the IR Analyzer software
and exported to an excel sheet for statistical
evaluation.

tific, Gothenburg, Sweden) was measured
every 60 sec for 120 min. The pH was followed in 25 ml of water for 90 minutes to
reach stability. Data were collected with a
PC and Multilab® pilot software. The ORP
and pH were measured as the mean ± SD of
triplicate experiments on each of six water
samples.
Fractal Dimension and Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis

The fractal dimension, FD, was calculated
on thermal graphic black & white images by
transformation and masking IR colorized
images using the Box-Counting method
with Benoit 1.3 software (Web ref. 2). The
method covers the image with a computerized mesh of identical size d squares in the
2D-plane. The number of squares N(d) with
a self-similar pattern was counted. For comparison, decreasing square size repeatedly
fills the image with the pattern at different
magnifications, whereby scale invariance,
a characteristic of a fractal pattern, can be
Redoxpotential and pH
identified. The fractal dimension FD is an
The oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) estimate of the linear portion in log scale of
and pH in distilled water were measured the behaviour of the power law function;
using an Inolab 740 multifunctional meter
N(d) = 1/dFD
(WTW International, Stockholm, Sweden).
The ORP was measured with a SenTix®ORP A set of three measurements on the therelectrode (WTW International, Stockholm, mal IR graphics gave the mean FD value.
Sweden). Measurement of pH in non-buffered solutions was performed with a high Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)
stability pH electrode (Schott A77803K). (Peng, 1994; Web ref. 3) determines the
Both electrodes were located 2 cm below fractal scaling behaviour of a numeric, e.g.
(bulk volume of water) the surface of the time or temperature series data in the preswater sample. The ORP and pH electrodes ence of possible trends without knowledge
were calibrated on a daily basis. The plati- of their origin. The DFA algorithm permits
num surface of the ORP electrode was re- the detection of intrinsic self-similarity
stored and reduced at ordinary measure- embedded in a non-stationary time series.
ment conditions before each measurement The root mean square fluctuation of the
of water in 1.0 M Nitric acid for 15 min (Gil- integrated and detrended time series F(n)
eadi, 1975). The variation in electrochemi- behaves as a power law function of n;
cal stability of the ORP electrode was within
(F(n) α nd)
± 5 mV. The ORP in control or TGM conditioned distilled water (25 ml) stored in a
30 ml plastic or glass beaker (Fisher ScienWATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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integrated time series is divided into
boxes of equal length n. For each box of
length n, a least square line is fitted to the
data. The calculation is repeated over all
time scales (box sizes). The DFA exponent
(d) is defined as the slope of the regression
line log n vs. log F(n). A DFA exponent
ranging from 0.5 ≤ d ≤ 1 indicates longrange power-law correlations, growing
stronger towards 1. The change in the DFA
exponent was calculated on mean temperature data from thermal IR emission pixels
obtained on water.

Statistics
Descriptive statistics were evaluated by
means of the SPSS statistical system. Data
are presented as mean ± standard deviation and a probability level of p < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results
Reduction in Thermal IR Emission
and Temperature
The water layer of the control sample next
to the interfacial highly polar surface of the
quartz cell is characterized by the ordering of water molecules (100-1000 µm thick
layer) and a lower temperature that differs

from bulk water (Figure 1a). From the thermal IR control image, the structural ordering and thickness of control water demonstrate that the red colour zone (temperature
decreases according to the scaling; blueblue/red-red and dark red) along and close
to the quartz surface is in the range of up to
1000 µm. The IR emission of the more distant regions in the centre radiates normally.
The IR emission from conditioned water
(Figure 1b) immediately adjacent to the interfacial zone expands and entirely covers
the water surface. The structural ordering
and thickness of the high symmetry layer is
in the range of up to 5000 µm.
Several days’ repetitive analysis of image frames obtained on conditioned water
tuned the reduction in thermal IR emission
into a significantly decreased water surface
temperature (Table 1). In addition, the hydrophilic surface of the quartz cell and the
hydrophobic moiety of the polystyrene cell
represent a region with an unexpectedly extensive long-range ordering capacity (Figure 2). The ordered molecular structure in
conditioned distilled water obtained in the
hydrophilic environment of the quartz cell
generated a decrease in mean surface temperature of 0.30 ± 0.05 °C (P<0.001). The
mean temperature difference in the hydro-

Figure 1: Thermal IR emission at room temperature in control (A) and conditioned distilled water (B)
stored in quartz cells. The image frame of conditioned water depicts a higher state of structural organization and thickness of the symmetry layer up to 5000 µm from each of the cell walls. The mean temperature difference was 0.30 °C lower in experimental water. The temperature is decreasing according
to the scaling; blue-blue/red-red and dark red colour.
WATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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Figure 2: Thermal IR emission at room temperature in control (A) and conditioned distilled water (B)
stored in polystyrene cells. The image frame of conditioned water illustrates a long-range correlation
independent of a polar cell surface. The higher state of structural organization extends from the cell wall
and forms a concentric IR emission gradient towards the cell centre (highest IR emission). The mean
temperature difference was 0.31 °C lower in experimental water.

phobic polystyrene cell was 0.31 ± 0.04 °C a low entropy state of incident photons lead
to a lower energy position, which aligns with
(P<0.001) lower in the ordered water.
the magnetic moment of the freely movImportantly, the test in the polystyrene cell able electrons of coherent water domains
revealed a significantly lowered IR emis- that supports the ordered and sustainable
sion (Figure 2b) independent of hydrophilic coordination of water molecules. The coorsurface. Likewise with the hydrophilic en- dinated species do not become thermally
vironment the high state of structural or- excited because they are too strongly tetraganization in the hydrophobic cell forms a hedral to support vibrations other than the
concentric IR emission gradient, which de- exact quality of resonating energy. The acclines in magnitude towards the cell centre. cumulated distribution of thermal IR emisThe thickness of the high symmetry layer sion registered at each increment change of
follows the emission gradations and cov- 0.1°C illustrates this discrepancy, with lowers the entire cell surface. The IR radiation ered mean thermal IR emission and distincis less intensive in darker zones at hydro- tive concentric temperature gradients (Figphobic compared to hydrophilic conditions. ure 3b). The main temperature peak shifted
Since the difference in the IR emission be- in intensity from 25.5 % (control) to 18.2 %
tween the two samples equals a tuned de- (conditioning) and equally in temperature
crease in surface temperature, the lower from 24.8 °C to 24.4 °C. The total area unemission substantiates an intrinsic order- der the curve was flattened out with lowing of water molecules that occur irrespec- ered temperature and increased variance
tive of the nature of the interfacial contact. in the gradients ranging from 23.6 - 25.2 °C
Considering the accumulated thermal IR (conditioning) compared to 24.2 – 25.3 °C
emission, a significant difference (p<0.001) (control). The lowered emission makes the
between control and conditioned data lines condensed gradients increase their density
was observed (Figure 3a). Thus, the orga- towards the centre (Figure 4a compared to
nized incident light induces an ordered wa- 4b). The coherent concentric fractions of
ter state with lowered emissivity and sur- the temperature gradient tighten up and
face temperature. The fractal behaviour and become smaller towards the cell centre.
Many small vortex-like motions cause the
WATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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Figure 3: Accumulated thermal IR emission (A) and the mean ± SD percentage distribution of accumulated thermal IR emission (B) in control and conditioned distilled water stored in quartz cells (A). Three
repetitive IR image frames were taken in sequence on the water samples for calculation of the thermal
profiles. The temperature at each increment change of 0.1 °C was quantified transferring defined pixel
areas into numerical temperature data.

alignment of the concentric temperature
gradients (Figure 4b). The horizon profiles (Figure 5) obtained from the thermal
IR emission outlines presented in Figure 1
reveal the change and variation in surface
temperature and the reduced leaking of
thermal IR emission from coherent oscilla-

tions of surface water. The sharp difference
in surface temperature along the abscissa
between the two samples and the more irregular fractured shape of the temperature
horizon in organized water demonstrates
a scale fractal-like invariance common in
many natural shapes. A lowered temperaWATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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ture zone of increased magnitude was registered in the proximal temperature zone
within ~1000-1500 µm (columns 2-8) of
the cell wall (Figure 5b). Thus, an extended
and sustained mixed gradient connecting
the interfacial and distant coherent water is
present.

The silhouette outlines (Figure 6a) obtained
from the mean temperature calculated
based on data from each of the 55 columns
on the abscissa (Figure 4) confirm conditioned water to be a very distinct physical
state that extends to unprecedented distances. The difference in mean temperature

A

B

Figure 4: Thermal IR temperature profiles at room temperature in control (A) and conditioned distilled water (B) according to Figure 1. The temperature scaling was transferred from thermal IR numerical data. The temperature scaling was identical in both figures. Each grid equals a 25 x 25 µm pixel
square area.
WATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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Figure 5: Thermal IR emission profiles at room temperature in control (A) and conditioned distilled
water (B) according to Figure 1. The temperature horizon outlines show the change in distribution of
the surface temperature and non-thermal motion from the left cell wall towards its centre and to the
opposite cell wall. Each column segment on the abscissa represents the sum of 55 pixel squares on the
ordinate. Columns are added segment by segment along the abscissa from left to right according to
Figures 1 and 4. The red dotted lines illustrate the lower and upper limit of temperature variation (24.8
– 25.3 °C) in control water.
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ranged from 0.4-0.5 °C proximal to the cell
surface and from 0.2-0.3 °C at mid distance. Following the structural consistency
for three days, the original curve shapes, i.e.
the difference in temperature between the
two lines, remained unchanged at altered
ambient temperatures (Figure 6b). On the

second day of the experiment, the ambient temperature was lower (approximately
1.2 °C) than on the first and third days. The
restricted IR emission observed in ordered
water on the first day was confirmed by repeated measurements, as was its intrinsic
effect on temperature. The physical state of

Figure 6: Temperature silhouette outlines as a function of distance from the cell wall surface (A) and
the consistency (3 days) of long-range effects on the distance-related temperature (B). The cell surface is
located at zero and the mid distance at 5000 µm on the abscissa. Mean temperature was calculated on
55 thermal IR numerical pixel data obtained column by column according to Figures 1 and 4.
WATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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water was non-reversible and also
consistent in darkness (not shown). Consequently, the consistency of the distancerelated temperature curve shapes suggests
that the restricted IR emission depends on
a change in emissivity caused by stabilized
coherent water with less thermal leakage
independent of ambient temperature variation.
Fractal Scaling in Thermal IR Emission and Temperature
The results of Fractal dimension and DFA
analysis (Table 1) revealed a clear power
law relationship of the thermal IR emission
in conditioned water stored in quartz and
polystyrene cells. The DFA value increased
significantly (P<0.001) from 0.91 ± 0.02
(control) to 0.97 ± 0.02 (conditioning). A
similar irregular trend series was obtained
in polystyrene cells, 0.91 ± 0.01 (control)
and 0.97 ± 0.01 (conditioning) (P<0.001).
The DFA change indicates that the flickering of thermal IR emission is characterized
by highly persistent long distance-attraction
due to non-thermal interaction between the
molecules of water. In coherent water domains the thermal fluctuation aligns with
and unifies the magnetic field oscillations
of freely movable electrons, which leads to
long-range oscillation and structural stabilization among coherent clusters.

The fractal dimension obtained on thermal
IR images at polar and non-polar interfacial
surfaces indicates a difference in the longrange scaling behaviour in ordered water.
The mean value of FD in a hydrophilic environment was 1.442 ± 0.045 in control and
1.844 ± 0.008 in ordered distilled water,
showing a significant difference (p<0.001)
and a fairly ample interval. In hydrophobic conditions, the corresponding FD was
1.809 ± 0.013 and 1.784 ± 0.001, respectively (p<0.05). The fractal dimension provides an indication of the roughness in the
thermal irregularity of the surface water.
A higher fractal dimension equals a more
detailed or smoother thermal irregularity.
Hydrophobic storage conditions stimulated
the fractal complexity of thermal IR flickering, which was notably unpeeled in ordered
water.
Redoxpotential and pH
The redoxpotential and pH in control and
conditioned distilled water are shown in
Table 1. In the polar environment the ORP
was 331 ± 3.3 mV (control) and 309 ± 1.9
mV (conditioning) (P<0.001) and pH 5.235
± 0.030 (control) and 5.469 ± 0.088 (conditioning)(p<0.001). At non-polar conditions ORP was 311 ± 9.2 mV and 282 ± 4.3
mV (P<0.001) and pH 5.355 ± 0.018 and
5.534 ± 0.039 (p<0.001), respectively. The
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significant difference and reduction in ORP
and the concomitant rise in pH show an elevated stock of free electrons from an existing coherent state of liquid water.

Discussion
The interaction among water molecules
obeying mutual long-distance recognition
and recalling dynamics reflects the selforganizing ability of a system that acts in a
nonlinear regime (Del Giudice, 2006; Del
Giudice and Tedeschi 2009). Distant attraction is present and produces an extended
coherence of the fluctuations in the system
(Froehlich, 1969; Del Giudice, 1985; Del
Giudice, 1986). The long range ordering of
water molecules, which ideally extends infinitely (Ling, 2003), suggests water as the
source of a precedent electromagnetic field
able to interact among distant molecules
and adapt their oscillations to the level of
excitation caused by the outcome of inherent chemical reactivity (Del Giudice, 1988;
Del Giudice, 2006; Del Giudice and Tedeschi 2009). Several studies have demonstrated that interfacial water differs physically, thus governing long-term memory in
a power-law fashion, in accordance with the
formation of e.g. steep electrical gradients,
shorter NMR-relaxation times, reduced IR
emission and distinctive absorption of spectral ultraviolet, visible and infrared light
(Zheng et al., 2006; Pollack, 2008; Chai et
al. 2008). It is intriguing that less organized
incident high entropy spectral light (Zheng
et al., 2006; Pollack, 2008; Voeikov and
Del Giudice, 2009) and sunlight (Yokono,
2009) are responsible for modulation and
restructuring of the electrically charged low
entropy ordered state of interfacial, surface
(Zheng et al., 2006; Pollack, 2008; Voeikov
and Del Giudice, 2009) and bulk volume
water (Yokono, 2009). Irradiation by IR
light or sunlight in the bulk volume of water
at hydrophobic storage conditions induces
a reversible change in the network of water
molecules, gradually restoring the origi-

nal structure (Yokono, 2009; Shimokawa,
2004). The temporary IR spectral changes
represent a clathrate-like structural configuration at ambient conditions, which
becomes considerably important as the
water is super-cooled (Kanno, 2001) and
this polyhedral structure is closely related
to long-range ordering of water molecules
(Shimokawa, 2004). Importantly, the formation of the clathrate-like structure was
accessible in the hydrophobic environment
of the vessel and thus demonstrates independency of hydrophilic surfaces.
In the present work, irradiation by the incident low entropy-ordered sunlight (Johansson, 2008a), irrespective of the presence of
a hydrophilic or non-polar surface environment, the induction of structural ordering
and elevated thickness of the ordered layer,
leads to; i) a decrease in thermal IR emission from the sample surface, which is comparable to the entire size of the ordered surface zone of 10 x 10 mm2, ii) the significant
decline in surface temperature of the ordered surface water comprising a structural
configurative conformity that identifies a
non-coherent to coherent state conversion
(Huang et al., 2009; Voeikov and Del Giudice, 2009), where the intrinsic low entropy
energy sustains a long-term nonlinear equilibrium distinctive state, iii) the allometric
scaling behaviour of the monofractal DFA
exponent revealing a thermal fluctuation
characterized by high persistence and longrange attraction between water molecules,
iv) fractal dimension equally confirming
the thermal IR activity of water as a genuine fractal characteristic (Taylor et al.,
2005, Nittman and Stanley, 1987) following
a significant fractal emergence in terms of
the complexity in thermal fluctuation over
several temperature scales in ordered water
and v) the existence of stabilized coherent
domains that enable a reservoir of quasifree electrons measured as the sustained
reduction in the redox-potential in the bulk
volume of water, where the number of leakWATER 3, 100-121, Jan 8 2012
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electrons implies the tuned increase in deschi (2009), the ensemble of quasi-free
electrons can produce cold vortices that
have a quantified magnetic moment alignAccording to classical theory, interfacial ing them to ambient magnetic fields. Thus,
effects are anticipated to extend no more the existence of coherent domains implies
than nanometres from surfaces (Israelach- the presence of ordering magnetic fields in
vili, 1992), but previous observations imply ordered water. Since the ordered water is
repulsive interactions between surfaces and colder, dependent on coherence, it cannot
solutes up to several orders of magnitude decay thermally; instead, its lifespan can
further (Zheng and Pollack, 2003). Addi- extend for up to days or weeks (Del Giudice
tionally, the present observations imply that and Tedeschi, 2009; Elia, 2004).
not only interfacial surfaces are involved in
long-range ordering, but the entire bulk The thermal IR emission intensity from wavolume of ordered water constitutes a pow- ter is a function of temperature and strucer law sustained attraction when excited by ture (Zheng et al., 2006). Because of the
low entropy sunlight.
structural stability of coherent domains,
the difference in emissivity therefore corAccording to the conjunction of a dissipa- relates with the considerably lower thermal
tive system (Froehlich, 1969; Celeghini et IR emission compared to control water.
al., 1992), the exchange of energy and en- The sustained and condensed temperature
tropy with the environment relies on the gradients with a consistently lowered magfact that the absorption of spatially self- nitude in temperature for several days are
organized low entropy photons of incident proof of a remarkable stability of the excited
sunlight is used to charge and displace the states in ordered water that agrees with the
equilibrium towards a dominance of coher- consistency in increased pH of succussed
ent domains. The structural alignment of water (Elia, 2004) and the distance-relatthe precedent high symmetry layer of struc- ed decline in redox-potential of interfacial
turally ordered water leads to an increased water (Zheng et al., 2006). Accumulated
reservoir of quasi-free electrons. These thermal IR emission implies the distribuelectrons expand the LDL water state and tion into several concentric and condensed
can be released outwards either by modest temperature zones to be aligned with the
excitations or by the quantum tunnel effect broadening temperature interval towards
(Del Giudice and Tedeschi, 2009). Coher- lowered temperatures in ordered water.
ent water is a reducing element, and the The distinctiveness and sharpness in the
reduction varies with the level to which the spatial resolution of the condensed zones
excited electrons reduce a sustained redox- follow an acquisition of complex motion of
potential that extends into the entire bulk coherent domains, indicating that the water
volume of ordered water. Aligning the ex- state has a lowered mobility and stationary
traction of electrons from the coherent wa- delimitation within the increment clusterter domain leaves behind alkaline ionized ing of extended regions of coherent water.
molecules (hydroxyl ions), which reach the The sustained mixed gradient connecting
HDL fraction of water, supporting the rise interfacial and distant coherent water imin pH (Voeikov and Del Giudice, 2009). plies a pronounced attenuated thermal IR
The self-trapped excited electrons of coher- emission. Apparently, water molecules in
ent domains are suggested shuttled as ac- the contiguous position of the mixed layer
tive hydrogen atoms or hydride ions when are substantially restricted and immobia proton gains an extra electron (Shirahata, lized. The amplification of structural sta1997). As reported by Del Giudice and Te- bility implies a local coordination of interpH.
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facial and distant molecular oscillations of have demonstrated fractal properties of real
coherent water.
snowflakes (Nittman and Stanley, 1987).
Typical growth patterns showed that real
The strong power law relationship in the snowflakes are fractal objects, as is the therfractal scaling boundary of the thermal IR mal IR flickering of the coherent state in
emission flickering in ordered water ob- water. The fractal dimension (FD 1.4-2.0)
tained from the temperature data series and was independent of the cluster mass but
black and white images of pixel square areas dependent on a non-linearity parameter (η)
is indicative of a high degree of self-similar- that tunes the balance between tip and fjord
ity over multiple scales (Mandelbrot, 1983; growth (decreasing (η) from 1.0 to 0.05),
West at al., 1997). The state of the under- resembling a huge range of experimentally
lying trend has a degree of autocorrelation, observed branching patterns. Thus, the inwhich is characterized by high persistence crease in fractal dimension in ordered waor long-term memory. The strong persis- ter is comparable to the diversity of dentence in the DFA exponent indicates that dritic growth in snowflakes, which implies
the water temperature fluctuations from that scaling geometry is a part of structural
small temperature intervals to larger ones ordering in both the liquid and the ice state
are positively correlated in a power-law of water. Notably, the connection to distant
fashion. Thus, a tendency towards decrease hydrophobic surfaces, an ordinary feature
in water thermal IR emission is followed by of bio-systems, stimulates the fractal scalanother decrease in water IR emission at a ing diversity of water.
different location related to fractal scaling
behaviour. This implies that the long-range Furthermore, fractals frequently found
correlation should be considered an impor- in natural environments (e.g. water or
tant factor in the trend prediction of water hill scenery, clouds, waves, blood vessels,
thermal IR emission. Additionally, the DFA electrical charge, etc.) have FD values in
exponent of water is strongly related to the the range of 1.3-1.8 (Kaplan and Kaplan,
capability of structural adaptation of the 1982; Purcell and Lamb, 1984; Taylor et
water body. Water with high DFA can main- al., 2005) and it has been suggested that
tain the fluctuation tendency of thermal ra- people’s highest aesthetic preference for
diation even when the external temperature natural scenery is in the range of 1.3-1.5
changes, producing a decrease of entropy (Hagerhal et al., 2004), with its maximum
of the system and giving rise to potential set at 1.3 (Arks, 1996), which in humans imself-organization (Del Giudice E, Tedeschi, plies induction of a restorative response in
2009).
physiological and cognitive functions leading to a wakeful relaxed state associated
The significant relationship between an with external focus, attention and alertness
ample detailed irregularity and the frac- (Hagerhal et al., 2008; Ward, 2003). These
tal dimension indicates that the particular observations correlate with the long-term
fractal structure may be part of the basis of memory of the DFA exponent in adaptive
the ordering state (Vitiello, 2009a; Vitiello, physiological homeostasis demonstrated
2009b; Blasone et al., 2011). Studies that by ingestion of functional water in healthy
attempt to identify the physical principles humans (Johansson, 2008b). The improveunderlying the formation of real snowflakes ment in fractal heart rhythm dynamics was
and pose questions in relation to snow- associated with a rapid parasympathetic
flake growth, such as the identical six arm restorative response from the heart with a
morphology and the overall dendritic pat- tentative stabilizing effect on normal blood
tern of each arm resembling the other five, pressure, less blood pressure variability and
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stimulating

mucosal humoral immunity
(Johansson, 2009). It should be noted that
in the present study, i) the fractal dimension of the thermal IR emission flickering
of ordinary water correlates strongly with
the FD value in humans viewing their aesthetic naturalness preference, ii) that the
emergence complexity of fractal dimension
of the coherent state of water agrees with
the FD value of real snowflakes and biological structural architecture (Hagerhal et al.,
2008) and iii) that the fractal scaling geometry is a part of structural ordering in coherent water (Vitiello, 2009a; Vitiello, 2009b;
Blasone et al., 2011).

Conclusions
An organized highly stable coherent structure of bulk liquid water forms on irradiation
in the presence of low entropy sunlight at
room temperature, characterized by persistent fractal long distance-attraction based
on self-organization ability. Reduction in
thermal IR emission tunes a significant
decline in surface temperature and aligns
structural conformity. A distinctive configurative coherent aqueous state reveals a
fractal scaling relationship in temperature
fluctuations that maintains a self-organized
structural adaptation irrespective of ambient temperature. In coherent water, the
fractal constitution reveals a tentative high
aesthetic preference in the human perception of naturalness, resembling the fractal
nature of real snowflakes, structural architecture of biological structures and restoration of human physiological and cognitive
functions, as well as the fact that mimic geometry of natural objects is part of coherent
water ordering.
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Discussion with Reviewers

Anonymous Reviewer: What is exactly the
topographic geometrical matrix (TGM) and
how does it work? What is the state of “highly
ordered photons”? How is it described in
QED? In quantum optics and in QED the
laser is a state of coherent light. What is the
West GB, Brown JH, Enquist BJ. A general
relation of “highly ordered photons” with
model for the origin of allometric scaling
laser light?
laws in biology (1997). Science 276, 122126.
B. Johansson & S. Sukhotskaya: The TGM
Wiggins PM. Enzymes and two types of wa- is a transparent matrix raster that consists
of a topographic fractal geometrical field
ter (2002). J Biol Phys Chem 2, 25-37.
structure graphically imprinted by silver
Yokono T, Shimokawa S, Yokono m, Hatto- ink on a polyethyleneterephtalate substrate.
ri H. Infrared spectroscopic study of struc- The structural design is based on the
tural change of liquid water induced by sun- geometry of the concentric circle, wherein
light irradiation (2009). Water 1, 29-34.
there must be a specific relationship in
Zheng J-M, Chin W-C, Khijniak E, Khijniak accordance with the proportion of Phi
Jr E, Pollack GH. Surfaces and interfacial (1.68) or Fibonacci’s sequence of numbers
water. Evidence that hydrophilic surfaces between the outer diameter of the circle and
have long-range impact (2006). Adv Coll the next circle, counting inwards towards
the common centre of the circles. The line
Interf Sci 127, 19-27.
widths constituting the geometrical matrix
Zheng J-M, Pollack GH. Long range forces equally follow the proportion of Phi.
from polymer surfaces (2003). Phys Rev
68, 031408.
The TGM works as a fractal spatial-wave
“Fourier raster” capable of transforming
the spatial dissonance of electromagnetic
field oscillations into harmonic wave
Web References
components. Incident light that transmits
1. Chaplin M. Water structure and science. the raster activates the fractal field due to
http://www.btinternet.com/~martin.chap- the interference of the fluxes transmitted
lin/index.html [2010]
through and reflected by the diffraction
lattice of the fractal geometry. The
2. Calculation of Fractal Dimension FD was
distorted peak field abnormalities are thus
enabled by a commercial software Benoit
corrected efficiently and spatial structural
1.3. The software was downloaded on www.
characteristics of the light fields improved.
trusoft-international.com/benoit.html
[2010]
Studies on spectral light at the 634 nm
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wavelength

evaluated from images of
transmitted and captured TGM conditioned
light showed a substantial reduction in
entropy, a change in fractal dimension
towards the Mandelbrot algorithm and
increased intensity. In terms of optics,
while uniformly passing through space,
the radiation undergoes rearrangement
by the diffraction lattice and transforms
into a nonlinear series of wave structures,
with alternating maximums of increased
intensity.
According to QED, the photons of coherent
light (lasers) act together as a unit, produced
by stimulated emission from a single atom
and are monochromatic in appearance. The
highly ordered TGM conditioning photons
are ordinary light at different frequencies
emitted from individual atoms that are
reorganized virtually according to fractal
wave dynamics in space passing the TGM
matrix.

Besides a shift in the thermal emission in
water from lower to higher wavelengths
comprising a reduced outflow of thermal
energy in line with the cooling effect, the
fractal behaviour in thermal IR flickering
reveals president long distance coordination
among water molecules. Thus, the fractal
constitution of highly ordered photons of
incident light may have the exact quality of
structural energy to interact and tune with
an electromagnetic field that makes water
molecules oscillate in unison in the spatial
region of expanding coherent clusters. The
reduced energy of a ground state where all
species oscillate at a unifying phase implies
that the photons are trapped and cannot
be irradiated externally, thus increasing
the sustainability of coherent domains.
The coupled oscillations of the thermal IR
fluctuations and those of the self-trapped
magnetic field are associated with negative
charged hydrogen that corresponds with
strong hydrogen bonds, which extend the
volume and/or the number of coherent
clusters comprising the entire volume of
water.

Reviewer: What is the role of H-bonds in
the experiment? Are they the cause of water
ordering? Are they the effect of the ordering
induced by the “highly ordered photons”? Reviewer: In the paper there is mention of
How these ordered photons produce Coherent Domains and of Pollack’s ordered
ordering in the water?
water state. According to the authors, are
these water states similar states? Which one
Johansson & Sukhotskaya: The condition of are the differences between them, if any?
coherent water is described as a low-entropy
highly ordered state, where the molecules Johansson & Sukhotskaya: From our
have their lowest energy position close to perspective and observations there are
that of tetrahedrally connected crystalline similarities but also differences between
ice, coordinating four hydrogen bonds. the two states. According to the exclusion
Because tetrahedral species do not support zone of water defined by Pollack, which
thermal vibrations at ambient temperature, mimics interfacial water, this water
the structure is more or less unaffected by depends on external polar surfaces or
increasing temperature. In our studies, surface water, not necessarily implied
a similar sustained stability of the water by the Coherent Domains. Our studies
structure was identified irrespective of indicate that the sustainable fractal ordered
small variations in external temperature, state exists equally in a hydrophilic and a
which supports a tetrahedral structuring of hydrophobic environment and is stimulated
water molecules.
at hydrophobic conditions. Similarly, a
structural but reversible change of the
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liquid water state was induced by ordinary
sunlight in a hydrophobic environment
(Shimokawa et al., 2009). Additionally, in
our experiment at hydrophilic conditions,
the temperature in the interfacial zone was
significantly decreased compared to that of
the bulk water, which indicates the presence
of two different forces that amplify each
other within the limitation of the interfacial
zone.

the manuscript).

Reviewer: Why was the pH value of control
water in quartz so low? Such acidity is not
characteristic for distilled water. Indeed pH
of control water in polystyrene was much
higher. Besides pH value of conditioned
water in quartz increased by more then
2 units -- that's a lot! On the other hand
though the redox potential value in
conditioned water in quartz was lower then
in control water, it decreased much less
then it should in relation to pH elevation.
According to Nernst equation, when pH in
water increases by 1 unit, redox potential
should decrease by 59 mV. So if your data is
not related to some artefacts (for example,
impurities) electron donating capacity of
conditioned water is lower (relatively to
pH) then that of control water.

According to the pH measurements from
Pollack’s studies on exclusion zone water,
the pH follows a hyperbolic curve shape
with the lowest pH values close to and
the highest pH values distant from the
hydrophilic surface. The formation of pH
gradients showed pH separation, where the
pH sensitive dyes indicate a pH between
3 and 4 in the interfacial zone. Due to
accumulation of electrons and protons
in the coherent domains they have a high
reductive and acidic capacity that governs a
lowered pH. The electrons could be captured
by oxygen atoms, giving rise to hydroxyl ions
forced out of the coherent compartments
because of a non-coherent oscillation,
thus increasing the pH among ordinary
water molecules (Voeikov and DelGiudice,
2009). It is also known that the volume of
the beaker in which the measurement was
performed affects the width of the exclusion
zone. Higher volumes generate expanding
and distant exclusion zones (Pollack, 2011).

Johansson & Sukhotskaya: This is an
interesting observation. We have discussed
the deviation in the mean control pH value
from different viewpoints. Importantly, the
deviation in pH was observed in control
distilled water stored in hydrophilic
beakers, the only sample of the four
different conditions without stimulated
fractal ordering of distilled water. Thus,
the other three water conditions align with
a fractal structural conformity. Our pH
measurements showed the distilled control
water in quartz beakers to be much lower
than expected. This can be seen from the
corresponding higher standard deviation
of the control water (Table 1; the mean pH
value was corrected in the final version of

Continued pH measurements of control
water in quartz beakers showed that
approximately 20 % of the water samples
were lower compared to expected pH
values. The lowered control waters were
also checked by pH-indicator strips (Merck
Acilit pH 0-6) not found to deviate from
expected values (pH 5.0-5.5).

In our experimental set up, the pH electrode
was centred in a beaker with the tip 2 cm
below the water surface and 2 cm above
the bottom of the beaker. The pH electrode
was made from high quality quartz glass,
11-6 mm in diameter with a tapered conelike tip, which made the surface a strong
hydrophilic attractor. The narrow glass
membrane of the electrode was a highpurity grade sintered porous material with a
high hydrophilic square surface that has an
extremely high capacity to accumulate and
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cross-link coherent water clusters. Since the

pH measurements were conducted in 30
ml beakers, a broadening of the interfacial
water zone could be expected compared
with the 1 square cm cell of the thermal IR
experiment.
Thermal IR imaging of the surface water
revealed a complex array of concentric
temperature gradients around the pH
electrode. The IR image visualised a higher
structural organisation close to the surface
of the electrode, extending into the bulk
water and indicating a low temperature
zone with lowered pH. The pH separation
close to the sintered membrane of the
electrode provided a tentative intermittent
nucleation site for local attraction and
growth of coherent water clusters with
temporary accumulation of protons, thus
decreasing the pH in the distilled water
close to the membrane.
Due to the non-uniform distribution of
protons and the local shift in the pH of
distilled control water stored in quartz
beakers, a correction of the mean pH value
has been made in Table 1.
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